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Appendix

(Pls. Note relevant entries in bold fonts from pages 17-21)

CULTURAL DATA BANK (CDB) STRUCTURE3

I. STATIC INFORMATION

1. The mandate, structure/organization of the NCCA
1.1 grants program

2. The affiliated Cultural Agencies
2.1 Cultural Center of the Philippines, and Website
2.2 Commission on National Language, and Website
2.3 Records Management and Archives Office, and Website
2.4 National Historical Institute, and Website
2.5 National Museum, and Website

3. Listings of:
3.1 Libraries
3.2 Museums

3.2.1 nat ional
3.2.2 provincial
3.2.3 municipal
3.2.4 city
3.2.5 private
3.2.6 site

3.3 Universities
3.3.1 state
3.3.2 private

3.4 Cultural Organizations covering:
3.4.1 Visual Arts

3 Drafted June 1, 1998 by Dr. Jesus T. Peralta, National Commission for Culture
and the Arts, Manila Philippines.
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3.4.2 Architecture
3.4.3 Drama
3.4.4 Literature
3.4.5 Cinema
3.4.6 Music
3.4.7 Danc e
3.4.8 Cultural/Historical Assoc. (region, prov., Municipal)

3.5 Galleries
3.5.1 Art
3.5.2 Antiquities

3.6 Directories of:
3.6.1 Painters
3.6.2 Sculptors
3.6.3 Printmakers
3.6.4 Photographers
3.6.5 Performance Artists
3.6.6 Musicians

3.6.6.1 compose r s
3.6.6.2 conductors
3.6.6.3 instrumentalists
3.6.6.4 singers
3.6.6.5 orchestras
3.6.6.6 b a nd s
3.6.6.7 ensembles

3.6.7 Architects
3.6.8 Dramatic actors/actresses/directors (theatre)
3.6.9 Writers

3.6.9.1 poe t ry
3.6.9.2 p r o s e
3.6.9.3 d r ama
3.6.9.4 c inema
3.6.9.5 v ideo
3.6.9.6 lyricists
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3.6.10 Cinematic actors/actresses/directors
3.6.11 Dancers
3.6.12 Choreographers
3.6.13 Dance Troupes
3.6.14 Choirs
3.6.15 Music Schools/conservatories
3.6.16 Dance Schools/studios

3.7 Media (audio/visual)
3.7.1 Metropolitan/rural dailies
3.7.2 Periodicals
3.7.3 Radio Broadcast
3.7.4 Television Networks
3.7.5 Local Cultural Websites
3.7.6 SEA Websites/links
3.7.7 Government Agencies

3.8 Theat res /c inema
3.9 Theatre Associations
3.10 Antique shops
3.11 Scientific Centers
3.12 Churches of Different Sects
3.13 Planetariums
3.14 Zoo s
3.15 Environmental Reservations/wildlife stations
3.16 Museology

3.16.1 Administrators
3.16.2 Conservators
3.16.3 Restorers
3.16.4 Curators
3.16.5 Technicians

3.17 Critics
3.17.1 Literary
3.17.2 Art
3.17.3 Danc e
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3.17.4 Theatre
3.17.5 Cinema
3.17.6 Music

3.18 Art
3.18.1 Authenticators

3.18.1.1 19th Century
3.18.1.2 Modern
3.18.1.3 Realism/Conservatism
3.18.1.4 Contemporary
3.18.1.5 For Specific Artists
3.18.1.6 Sculpture
3.18.1.7 Graphics

3.18.2 Evaluators
3.19 Cultural Foundations

3.19.1 Local
3.19.2 International

3.20 Private Collections
3.20.1 Antiquities
3.20.2 Visual arts

3.21 Antiquities experts
3.21.1 Archeological
3.21.2 Ethnographic
3.21.3 Ceramic

3.21.3.1 high fired
3.21.3.2 low fired

3.21.4 Historical/colonial
3.21.5 Islamic
3.21.6 Christian Liturgical

3.22 Filipiniana Collections
3.22.1 Artifactual
3.22.2 Documenta ry

3.23 national Artists/Profiles
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4. Country Profile
4.1 Type of government/branches/regions/cit ies/provinces
4.2 Economy
4.3 Educational System
4.4 Religious Systems
4.5 Time Line (analogous events in history)

5. Geologic History
6. Prehistoric Sketches

6.1 Paleol i thic/photo
6.2 Neol i th ic /photo
6.3 Metal Age/photo
6.4 Age of Contact with the Great Traditions of Asia/photo

7. Historical Sketches
7.1 Proto-history
7.2 Colonial Periods
7.3 The Philippine Republic
7.4 Martial Law/People Power
7.5 2nd Millenium

8. Ethnography -- Peoples of the Philippines
8.1 Ethnic Sketches/photos
8.2 Languages/dialects
8.3 Demography
8.4 Kinship Structure/organization
8.5 Belief/value systems
8.6 Technologies
8.7 Subsistence Strategies
8.8 Listing: Groups/subgroups
8.9 Ethnic Map
8.10 Census

9. Cultural Property (National Registry)
9.1 Intangible/Ephemeral

9.1.1 Ritual Process
9.1.1.1 highland northern
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9.1.1.2 highland southern
9.1.1.3 lowland plains
9.1.1.4 coastal/marine riverine
9.1.1.5 Islamic
9.1.1.6 Christian

9.1.2 Danc e
9.1.2.1 e thnic
9.1.2.2 folk
9.1.2.3 choreographed folk/ethnic
9.1.2.4 modern / j azz
9.1.2.5 classical

9.1.3 Music (Citations)
9.1.3.1 ethnic songs (traditional chants)
9.1.3.2 epic poems (Alim, Hudhod, Darangen,

Hinilawod, etc.)
9.1.3.3 classical songs (kundiman, balitao, dalit,

etc.)
9.1.3.4 contemporary songs (sampling)
9.1.3.5 librettos (Bien Lumbera)
9.1.3.6 experimental (Jose Maceda)
9.1.3.7 etc.

9.1.4 Literary Compositions
9.1.4.1 indigenous (ambahan, etc.)
9.1.4.2 vernacular (balagtasan, etc.)
9.1.4.3 contemporary English

9.1.4.3.1 cultural essays
(e.g. state of the arts essays)

9.1.4.3.2 land mark poetry
(e.g. comma poems)

9.1.4.3.3 land mark novel
(e.g. Portrait of the Filipino)

9.1.4.3.4 land mark drama
(e.g. Itim Aso?)
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9.1.4.4 contemporary Pilipino
9.1.4.4.1 cultural essays
9.1.4.4.2 land mark poetry
9.1.4.4.3 land mark novel
9.1.4.4.4 land mark drama

9.1.5 Performance Art
9.1.6 Cinematography/Video

9.1.6.1 feature
9.1.6.2 documenta ry

9.2 Tangible
9.2.1 Ethnographic artifacts: (national treasures)
9.2.2 Archeological artifacts (national treasures)

9.2.2.1 type sites (e.g. Tabon, Cagayan)
9.2.3 Ethnic dress

9.2.3.1 traditional indigenous highland/lowland
9.2.3.2 colonial lowland
9.2.3.3 Islamic groups
9.2.3.4 contemporary

9.2.4 Visual Arts
9.2.4.1 Painting

9.2.4.1.1 oi l /a lkyd
9.2.4.1.2 acrylic
9.2.4.1.3 casein
9.2.4.1.4 paste l
9.2.4.1.5 watercolor

9.2.4.1.5.1 aquarel le
9.2.4.1.5.2 gouache

9.2.4.1.6 mixed media
9.2.4.1.7 collage

        9.2.4.2 Sculpture
9.2.4.2.1 relief
9.2.4.2.2 r o u n d
9.2.4.2.3 construct ion
9.2.4.2.4 mobi les
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9.2.4.3 Installation
9.2.4.4 Graphic Arts

9.2.4.4.1 ser igraph
9.2.4.4.2 l i thograph
9.2.4.4.3 engraving
9.2.4.4.4 woodcu t
9.2.4.4.5 etching
9.2.4.4.6 monopr in t
9.2.4.4.7 etc.

9.2.4.5 Photography
9.2.4.5.1 black and white
9.2.4.5.2 co lored

9.2.4.6 Environmental
9.2.4.7 Numismatics
9.2.4.8 Philately

9.2.5 Architectural
9.2.5.1 Vernacular

9.2.5.1.1 traditional ethnic
9.2.5.1.1.1 residential
9.2.5.1.1.2 dormitories
9.2.5.1.1.3 granaries
9.2.5.1.1.4 ritual

(e.g. buklogan)
9.2.5.1.1.5 o thers

9.2.5.1.2 lowland contemporary rural
9.2.5.1.3 colonial types

9.2.5.1.3.1 Spanish
9.2.5.1.3.2 American

9.2.5.2 Contemporary buildings (sampling)
9.2.5.2.1 contemporary sub-urban/urban
9.2.4.2.2 contemporary commercial

buildings
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9.2.5.3 Sites and Shrines
9.2.5.3.1 archeological
9.2.5.3.2 e thnographic
9.2.5.3.3 historical
9.2.5.3.4 cultural

9.2.5.4 Community patterns
9.2.5.5 Churches

9.2.6 Famous personages
9.2.6.1 historical
9.2.6.2 contemporary

9.2.7 National symbols
9.2.8. Tarsilas/family trees
9.2.9 Boat types -- developmental

10. Legislations
10.1 RA 7356
10.2 RA 7535
10.3 RA 8492
10.4 RA 4846
10.5 PD 374
10.6 PD 260
10.7 PD 756
10.8 PD 1109
10.9 PD 1492
10.10 PD 996
10.11 PD 1683
10.12 PD 1726-A
10.13 ETC.

11. Cultural Awards
11.1 National Artist Awards
11.2 Gawad Manlilikhang Bayan
11.3 CCP Gawad
11.4 Famas
11.5 Metro Manila Film Awards
11.6 Etc.,
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12. Art Competitions
12.1 AAP
12.2 Metropolitan Bank
12.3 Philip Morris
12.4 Shell
12.5 International Biennial, Triennial
12.6 Etc.

13. Literary Competitions
13.1 Carlos Palanca Memorial Awards in Literature
13.2 CCP
13.3 etc.

14. World Heritage List
15. Endangered Cultural Sites

II.CHANGING

1. Programs and Activities of NCCA Committees
1.1 Architecture
1.2 Cinema
1.3 Danc e
1.4 Dramatic arts
1.5 Literary arts
1.6 Music
1.7 Visual Arts
1.8 Communica t ion
1.9 Cultural education
1.10 Cultural events and information
1.11 Language and Translation
1.12 Agta/Aeta cultural communities
1.13 Balud cultural communities
1.14 Muslim cultural communities
1.15 Northern cultural communities
1.16 Southern cultural communities
1.17 Archives
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1.18 Art Galleries
1.19 Libraries and information services
1.20 Historical research
1.21 Monuments and sites
1.22 Museums

2. Sub-commission programs/activities
2.1 SCCTA
2.2 SCH
2.3 SCA
2.4 SCCD

3. National Cultural Events/Calendar
3.1 Agencies of the Government

3.1.1 CCP
3.1.2 NHI
3.1.3 RMAO
3.1.4 NL
3.1.5 NM
3.1 6 Unesco National Commission
3.1.7 DOT

3.2 NGOs
3.2.1 AAP
3.2.2. PAP
3.2.3 SPS

4. Cultural Websites linkages
4.1 local websites
4.2 International

5. Religious Events in the Philippines
5.1 Liturgical
5.2 Syncretic
5.3 Fiestas (dinagyang)
5.4 Ind igenous

6. The Oldest, First, newest, Best, the only, etc.
7. Eco-tourism areas
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8. Cultural events under bilateral international agreements with
other countries

9. Cultural events under unilateral arrangements
10. NCCA Commitments under bilateral cultural agreements

w/ other countries
11. Cultural programs in Broadcast media
12. Foreign Training Opportunities
13. Winners in recent cultural competitions
14. On board cultural events
15. çPress releasesé - limited time frame
16. Library material citations/excerpts
17. Pending Cultural Bills

17.1 Lower House
17.2 Senate

18. State of the Arts papers (every 5 years? To be commissioned)
19. Publications

III. CENTENNIAL

1. Centennial Events/Activities

IV. OTHERS (previously not included in the original draft of

  the structure)

1. Archives
2. Performing Arts and Other Venues
3. Publishers
4. Other Organizations (Library/museum associations,

youth organizations, etc.)
5. International affairs

ë Diplomatic and Consular Missions
ë Embassies
ë Consulate Offices
ë Overseas Cultural Mission/Cultural Attaches
ë UN and Other International Organizations
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JESUS T. PERALTA, PH.D.

A Bachelor of Philosophy graduate from the University of Sto. Tomas,
with a Master of Arts in Anthropology from the University of the
Philippines, and a Doctor of Philosophy in Anthropology from the
University of California, Davis Campus. Jesus T. Peralta was Director
III of the National Museum until he retired in 1997. Presently, he is a
Consultant of the National Commission for Culture and the Arts (NCCA).

Among the recognition he has earned are: the 1967 Leader and Specialist
from the State Department of USA in the field of Theatre; a Ford
Foundation grant for graduate studies in 1872; the 1965 Golden
Sto. Nino Award for Cultural Contributions in the country; Outstanding
Alumnus in the field of Literature from the Colegio de San Juan de
Letran;  1964 Award of Merit in the field of Literature from the University
of Sto. Tomas; Meritorious Honor Award from the National Museum,
and Civil Service Commission; and a 1985 Outstanding Professional
Award in the field of Literature and Anthropology from Letran College.
He is a Gawad Bantayog ng Museo in 1993 and a Dangal ng Haraya
for lifetime cultural conservation achievements in 2001 from the National
Commission for Culture and the Arts.

He is a ten-time winner in the Carlos Palanca Memorial Awards in
Literature in the field of  playwrighting, with similar awards from the
Cultural Center of the Philippines, the University of the Philippines,
and the Rockefeller Foundation through the Arena Theatre, and others.
In 1995 he was elevated to the Hall of Fame of the Carlos Palanca
Memorial Awards in Literature.

He is one of the senior members of the Art Critics Association of the
Philippines (ACAP). In the 50 s, he painted with the çPrimitivesé art
g roup .
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He was formerly division head of Anthropology and Archaeology
from1974 before he became Director III of the National Museum in
1992; Director of the Sub-Centre for Prehistory of the SEAMEO Projects
in Archaeology and Fine Arts (SPAFA) from 1978 to 1987; member of
the Archaeology Institute of America; Archaeological Consultant of
the Intramuros Restoration; Commissioner in the Cultural Committee
until 1988, and the Social Science Committee of the Unesco National
Commission until 1990; lecturer at the Foreign Service Institute of the
Department of Foreign Affairs. He headed a number of Philippine
delegations to international conferences. He was past Vice President
of the Southeast Asian Association of Prehistorians based in Jakarta.
He has written more than 120 scientific papers and books in the field
of Anthropology, Archaeology and general culture.

He is married to Rosario Bitanga, the noted abstract painter/sculptor,
and has three sons: Samuel, Francis Paul and Patrick Ian who are the
fields of Physics, Chemical Engineering and Mass Communication,
respectively.
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THE PROMOTION OF ETHNIC CULTURES IN THAILAND:

A Case Study of Ethnic Highlanders

By

Chupinit Kesmanee 1

WHO ARE ETHNIC HIGHLANDERS

Thailand, like other Asian countries, has long been the homeland of
mul t icul tura l groups speaking more than a hundred dia lec ts
(Ratanakul,1999)  Before the emergence of the Nation-State, these
phenomena of heterogeneous coexistence were found commonly
all over the world.  With the global wind of nationalism, the Nation-
States in various parts of the world were claimed a possession of a
dominant ethnic group.  Thus, Thailand was once claimed the Nation
of Thai/Tai people.  This left other ethnic groups minimal socio-
political space to move about.  When the country decides to move
towards industrialized ideology and modernization, most marginal
ethnic groups are either left behind or melt into the mainstream of
national development.

Abner Cohen defines çethnic groupé as (1)  a group of people whose
patterns of behaviour are commonly accepted as social norms, and
(2)  the group belongs to the larger population where it interacts
with other groups in the same social framework (Cohen, 1974 xvii).
Actually groups of ethnic highlanders in Thailand may be more in
numbers, official acceptance is currently confined to only 10 ethno-
linguistic groups whose designation is referred to as çChao khaoé,

1 Lecturer, Department of Foundations of Education, Faculty of Education,

Srinakharinwirot University
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meaning çmountain peopleé The coverage of the term çChao khaoé
includes, Pga Ker Yaw/Phlong (Karen), Hmong (Meo), Lahu (Muser),
Akha (Eekoh), Mien (Yao), Htin (sometimes called Lua), Lisu (Lisaw),
Lua (Lawa), Khamu and Mlabri (Tong Luang).  Thus, when the term
ethnic highlander is referred to, it covers more than these 10 categories.
The settlements of ethnic highlanders are found distributed in 20
provinces stretching from the Northernmost to the Central region of
Thailand, namely, Chiang Rai, Chiang Mai, Mae Hong Son, Phayao,
Nan, Phrae, Lamphoon, Lampang, Tak, Sukhothai, Kamphaeng Phet,
Pitsanuloke, Petchaboon, Loey, Uthaithani, Kanchanaburi, Suphanburi,
Ratchaburi, Petchaburi, and Prachuabkhirikhan.  The total population
of ethnic highlanders in 20 provinces were reported in 1998 as
following :
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Highland Population by Ethnic Group

Ethnic Group Population

Pga Ker Yaw/Phlong 339,943

Hmong (Meo) 125,097

Lahu (Muser) 87,364

Akha (Eekoh) 57,266

Mien (Yao) 44,973

Htin 38,635

Lisu (Lisaw) 32,744

Lua 17,873

Khamu 13,173

Mlabri (Tong Luang) 125

Da-ang (Palaung) 1,626

Tongsu 257

Chinese Yunnanese 21,158

Shan (Tai) 12,020

Lue (Tai) 5,907

Lowland Thai 132,680

Others 8,996

Total 939,837

Source: Hill Tribe and Minority Peoples Section, Department of Local
Administration, Ministry of Interior, 1998.

In 1998, Tribal Research Institute collected figures specifically on the
nine çhill tribesé (excluding Mlabri) within the same 20 provinces
showing the total population of 752,728 which is slightly different
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from the figures shown above. These figures of the hill tribe population
make merely 1.2 percent of the entire population (6.5 million) in
Thailand.

Wanat Bruksasri (citing Matisoff, 1986) classifies the Thai hill tribes
into three major ethno-linguistic superstocks as followed.

Sino-Tibetan : - Karenic: There are several subgroups of Karen
(or Yang) many of whom refer to themselves
as çPga Ker Yaw.é

- Tibeto-Burman: This group speaks the
languages in the Lolo family and includes
such groups as Lisu (Lisaw), Lahu (Muser),
and Akha (Eekoh).

Austro-Thai : - Meo-Yao: Not only native to the Pacific region,
these groups also share language with Tai Ka
Dai and Meo-Yao groups and include the
Hmong (Meo) and Mien or Iu Mien (Yao).

Austro-Asiatic : - Mon-Khmer: The Mon-Khmer l inguis t ic
includes the Lua (Lawa), Mal or Prai (Htin),
Khamu, and Mlabri (Tong Luang).

(Bruksasri, 1989: 7-8)

ENTRANCE TO DEVELOPMENT

Of all the ethnic highlanders, those who are designated as the çhill
t r ibesé are targeted for the planned development . Three major
reasons have been commonly cited by the Thai government as the
causes of national problems. First , shifting cultivation which is
practiced widely among the hill tribes is regarded as an environmentally
destructive method. The term çshifting cultivationé is translated
officially as çkan tham rai luan loyé (literally, çidle farmingé). In fact,
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there are various systems of shifting cultivation. Land rotational farming
system is one form of shifting cultivation which has been studied
often times with similar findings that it is ecologically friendly with
the forest environment (Zinke, et al., 1978: 140-159; Kesmanee, 1987:
29; and Ithiphol-olan, 1998).  Second, the hill tribes practice opium-
poppy cultivation. This accusation  which has been made unjustly is
actually a partial truth in the sense that more than 50% of the hill
t r ibes have never t radi t ional ly grown opium-poppy (Kesmanee,
1991: 213). Third, because of their cultural difference and their remote
residences, the hill tribes were believed to pose a national security
risk at the time of communism infiltration (Charusathira, 1967: 3-4;
Tapp, 1990: 31; Radley, 1986, 82; and Renard, 1986: 4). Those lines of
accusation can be observed in various official documents as reflected
in the following statements:

ùThe Department of Public Welfare, Ministry of Interior, estimated
that 200,000 to 300,000 people of various hill tribes live scattered
in the mountains of northern Thailand. These peoples have
different customs, traditions, languages, and beliefs. They grow
and trade opium and practice shifting cultivation, always moving
and searching for new lands to cultivate. This results in the
destruction of forests and headwaters. These people lack education,
are prone to illness, and have a low standard of living. They are
thus vulnerable to outside ideologies penetrating the country
and they threaten the economic , socia l , pol i t ica l , and
administrative aspects of society. If these problems are not
addressed, they will over time jeopardize the security and safety
of the nation.û

(Dhammakittisophon, 1965: 22)

In 1959, the Hill Tribes Welfare Committee was established for the
first time to declare the government concern of the hill tribes affairs
basing on these three major problems. In early years of highland
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development, the Department of Public Welfare had its mandate to
render government basic services right into the hill tribe communities
with the help of foreign and international support from time to time.
Other government agencies came in much later to provide services
according to their special izat ion. One of the major changes in
educational provision started in 1980 when the Department of
Non-Formal Education, with the support from USAID launched a
pi lot project cal led çHil l Areas Educat ion Projecté which had
incorporated some aspects of ethnic cul ture into the curr icula.
Although the first and second Master Plans for Highland Community
Development , Environment , and Narcot ic Plant Control have
been approved by the cabinet to be implemented for the duration of
1992-1996 and 1997-2001 respectively, none of these master plan
documents mention about cultural promotion at all.

Even with numerous government services, the hill tribal people are
still confronting fundamental and chronic problems such as the lack
of citizenship and land title to their farms; and above all, their
settlements have been declared as locating in the national parks and
forest reserves.

ETHNIC CULTURAL PROMOTION

The present Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand proclaimed in
1997 indicates its intention in Article 47 that,

ùIndividuals who live together in traditional communities have
their rights to preserve or to revive their customs, indigenous
knowledge, arts and culture, which are good for locality and
the nation; and to participate in the management, maintenance,
and utilization of natural resources and environment leading
to well-balance and sustainability....û

(Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand, 1997)
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Obviously , the Const i tu t ion has i l lus t ra ted i ts recogni t ion of
tradit ional culture with its cultural rights. However, concerning
cultural rights, in principle the government is compelled not only to
recognize the traditional culture, but also to ensure its protection
from all kinds of external threats. In this respect, the Constitution
does not make clear of its intention to place considerable responsibility
to the government to devise a plan and protection measures to
safeguard the endangered traditional culture from outside forces.
Thus, in simpler statements, the Constitution goes to the point that
the people are free to maintain or to revive their traditional culture
regardless of the extent of external threats and for whatever cost it
may be; and, besides, the government may or may not assist.

In official documents, such as, çthe Master Plan for National Agenda
on the Decade of Cultural Transmission for Developmenté and çthe
National Cultural Policyé, there are terms like local culture and
indigenous knowledge. However, it is difficult to find the terms,
ethnic culture, indigenous/tribal culture, and endangered ethnic culture.
In addition, these official documents at the policy level make no
reference to any international Declaration related to ethnic culture,
such as the ILOûs Convention 169 (Convention concerning Indigenous
and Tribal People in Independent Countries).

Although the national cultural policy does not make clear to what
extent the government is obliged to promote the ethnic cultural
activities, numerous projects have been launched mostly by the NGOs
on ethnic cultural promotion. The Inter-Mountain Peoples Education
and Culture in Thailand Association (IMPECT), for example, has
received financial support both from the Government agencies and
foreign donors to work with ethnic highland communities on cultural
deve lopment .
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The Office of National Culture Commission (ONCC) plays important
roles by giving grants from time to time to IMPECT and other
NGOs to work on culture. In 1995, ONCC sent its financial support
to IMPECT to launch a research project on ethnic herbal medicine
with the aims to build up a directory of herbal medicine and
resource persons and also to form the basis for the transmission of
medicinal use among ethnic highlanders. In 1996, ONCC supported
another research project on indigenous knowledge for health care
of five hill tribal groups which was implemented by IMPECT. As an
ongoing project the ONCC initiative of çthe Community Cultural Center
in Commemoration of the Kingûs Motheré was first started in 1997
covering seven different hill tribal villages. The objectives of this
project are to set up community cultural centers in the hill tribe
villages, to set up a cultural fund for the promotion of cultural activities,
such as, the collection of indigenous and herbal plants and the
production of food for health. The following year (1998), new
community cultural centers were open in 12 villages covering more
ethnic groups. Apart from these, the ONCC usually invites the NGOs
to bring cultural products made by ethnic people for sale in the
annual cultural trade fare.

Other cases can be drawn to illustrate the ethnic cultural promotion
implemented and supported by various organizations.

The case of cultural curriculum development: Starting in 1995, with
financial support from the UNICEF and under the coordination of
the Office of National Education Commission (ONEC), IMPECT,
in cooperation with the District Office of Primary Education and
the Provincial Center of Non-Formal Education in Chiang Mai,
launched the cultural curriculum development project in a cluster
of Karen vi l lages in Mae Wang dis t r ic t , Chiang Mai . I t was
interesting to observe how the project incorporated village leaders
as well as local specialists to help in cultural curriculum (Kesmanee,
1998).
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The case of Akha ceremony: Starting in 1995, with financial support
from the UNICEF, the Department of Public Welfare launched a
five-year project called,çthe Promotion of Village Participation in
AIDs Prevention and Rehabilitation.é The project was meant to revive
family relationship and to restore the traditional culture, as well as to
step up the roles of elderly people in order to counter attack drug
addiction and AIDs spreading. In an Akha village, one of the project
sites in Chiang Rai, the youth volunteers in consultation with spiritual
specialist prepared a traditional ceremony as an act against AIDs.
A special ceremony was performed to get rid of all the malevolent
spirits and all the houses were expected to be cleaned. The ceremony
actually offered a cultural space where the villagers were brought
together and thus, to bring back the sense of solidarity (ibid.).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although cultural diversity has been adopted in the policy documents,
in practice ethnic minority culture has been threatened in the name
of development. The situation is aggravated by the fact that a
considerable number of ethnic highlanders are considered newcomers
to the country; thereby their rights should be limited. This explains
why the younger generation of ethnic highlanders are too willing to
discard their own traditional way of life, to be accepted as Thai
citizens of course.

Although the cultural policy at the national level does not specify
in concrete terms how to promote ethnic culture, there have been
projects of short-and-long terms aiming for the strengthening of
ethnic cultural diversity. However, one needs to be reminded that
sometime in the past, cultural diversity was regarded as a threat to
the national solidarity. This occurred at the time the country was
highly centralized. At present, Thailand is moving slowly towards the
new direction which is reflected in the more democratic Constitution
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and a socio-political change towards decentralization. If Thailand is
striving for a place to stand in line with other developed countries,
perhaps, it would be time to think globally and at the same time to
act in support of local/ethnic diversity. Ethnic cultural promotion
would be part of the movement towards this direction. Then the
recognit ion of cultural rights would go hand in hand with the
protection. Perhaps, this requires a new way of thinking that the
sameness leads to stagnation, while diversity brings about progress.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE SAMI SITUATION

By

Ms. Åsa Simma

Honourable seminar participant
Honourable human
Woman and man
Sister and brother

I send you greetings from the  Sami people, the indigenous people
of Scandinavia and North Western Russia. My people are also known
as the Laplanders, we prefer to use the name saami, we also call
ourselves for the people of the wind, the people of the eight seasons,
the people of the sun, yes the names are many depending on what
we want and need to say and express. I have been asked to say
something about the concurrent situation and promotion of ethnic
cultures.

My name is Åsa Simma I am an actress and director within theatre
and film. Currently working as an artistic director for the Sami
Theatre located on the Swedish side of Samiland. I could not be
present personally since my company just has started to rehearse a
new performance; therefore my speech is being read by for you.

I will share with you my personal thoughts and experiences about
the concurrent situation and promotion of ethnic cultures; I have
been working with Sami cultural issues in all the countries my people
live in. I have also worked internationally with other indigenous
artists, from North America and Greenland but also Mongolian artists,
and discovering the similarities and differences between us has been
of great impact for me.
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Let us go back to the beginning.... I was born in 1963 into a reindeer
herding Sami family; since my family was nomadic we lived with our
reindeers on the Norwegian side during the summers and moved to
what is called Sweden at winter times. At that time the political
pressure was hard towards the saamipeople, our language, parts of
our traditional costumes, our singing was not accepted. So I grew up
with a feeling that my people were of less worth than the ruling
majority.

Even though our traditional singing was not accepted and even
forbidden by the institution called the church, my mother taught me
the songs. She said the songs would be of great power and help for
me in my life. I also promised her not to tell anybody that I was
doing the traditional singing, since that could put me in trouble my
mother said. At the age of nine years in the beginning of the seventies
a great saami artist from the finish side of Samiland came to ask me
if I would go on a tour with some traditional same singers, I said yes!

The seventies was the time of political awakening for the Sami people.
We started to question if all the restrictions that had been put on our
culture were correct. Was it true that our language should not be
spoken, was it true that our songs that we had sung for eons were of
no value, and was it true that our costumes should not be worn?
Fortunately the artist and political leaders of my culture said, NO! We
have a right to be the humans we are. In that spirit I toured a whole
summer with great traditional same singers. All around Samiland
encouraging our people not to forget and not to silence our songs
and ourselves. That time was an important school for me, it was as if
my saami identity blossomed, I was taught the incredible tradition
and philosophy of our singing. I understood that the silence that had
been forced upon us, had just created more and stronger stories to
be told. This put me on the path that made me later choose theatre
and film as my profession.
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I came back to school that fall full of strength, full of stories and
knowledge. To my surprise my classmates did not want to speak to
me, they told me I was a witch, I would go to hell because I was
singing our traditional songs, there I would burn with all the others
doing such horrible things as singing our songs.

That of course was a heavy experience for a 9 years old little girl. I
promised myself not to sing my peoples songs any more. I called the
Sami artist Nils Aslak Valkeapaa, who took me on tour, I cried to him
that I never would go up to heaven since I sung these songs. With a
humble voice he said:  -Åsa my child, what are you going to do in a
heaven where our songs are forbidden,  a heaven where we are not
allowed to be the ones really are.

Those words have followed me my whole life and have become
something I hang on to when I am confronted with questions like
why Samis need a theatre, why Samis need to have filmmakers, why
the Samis should be promoted in the big world.

Things have changed a lot the past 30 years, but I still meet strange
questions about my culture and people. Questions, that are born out
of not knowing and preconceived ideas. How do we change this? I
think one of the ways to bring about change is to not be quiet.

We have to speak, we have to tell, we have to be healed and heal.
One of the strengths that Indigenous cultures have is the way we
relate to life and land. Our traditions have been born out of humble
communication with the earth and all living things; therefore I believe
we have a responsibility towards mankind. We have been able to
keep a sensitivity that modern traditions have left.

A Sami artist and poet wrote once:  Time has come when men will
discover the darkness around them, that power, intelligence wealth

....
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or glory is not enough to save their souls. Then maybe they will
listen to the wisdom and understanding of those people whom they
regarded as small and worth less, the Indigenous Peoples of the
earth. They will ask for our help and we must give it. The circle of
life is to become a part of eternity. The Great Spirit links us
together. He made us different not to control each other but to
contribute. Not to sell or take not even to give but to share. The
voice of the creator we can hear only when we listen. Just like the
wind that refreshes suffering mankind, we cannot see it. Yet it is
there, we do not know from where it comes or where it goes....

I am not promoting to turn time back and remove mankind to stone
age, and relocating to the caves. I believe it is fully possible to
participate in modern life and still carrying the traditional values. All
the modern inventions are a gift to mankind and should therefore be
handled with respect. The storyteller today does not need to sit by
the fire with his or her knowledge. The storyteller today can carry a
film camera, and tell his or her story on the white screen. The storyteller
today can sit by a computer writing manuscripts. The storyteller
today can act in a theatre performance. The traditional singer today
can record a CD and thus reach more listeners. The person with the
gift of vision today might be a painter, weaver an artist. My experience
as an artist has showed me that art in itself a language. A language
that speaks beyond all racial limits, therefore an excellent tool for
promoting a culture. It is the duty of an artist from an ethnic minority
to have full understanding of the values, traditions and the philosophy
of his or her culture, I call it the invisible school, a knowledge that
has not been locked into dusty books. A school that requires patience
and a great drive to know things and it requires that one seek the
keepers of that knowledge.

I also think it is the duty of an artist from an ethnic minority to learn
the techniques of the modern society. What the so-called formal
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education has to offer. This powerful combination of traditional and
non-traditional knowledge will create outstanding individuals, which
in itself is a gift to mankind.

An artist is a bridge builder between two cultures, a promoter of
visions and dreams. An artist can bring about understanding. As an
artist from an ethnic minority I feel I have 2 tasks. One towards my
own culture and the other towards the so-called majority culture that
still today knows very little about my people.

I have been so fortunate that I have been able to work with same
cultural issues in Norway, Sweden and Finland, the three countries
that my people live in. I have had a chance to study the differences
in these countries. I have noticed that Norway and Finland are far
ahead from Sweden in recognizing Sami rights. Norway has reached
the furthest. The Sami language has been an official language in
Norway and Finland for many years. That gives me as a Sami the
right to use my mother language when I deal with officials, such as
the dentist, the doctor or any governmental institution. Sami language
became an official language in Sweden as late as October 2000. I do
not say that it works but it is my right to use Sami language, and
should of course be practised so it does not become just a fine
promise in the peanut gallery. This requires that Sami speaking people
are hired on all institutions so that the right becomes right, if you
understand what I mean!

As a member of the Sami filmmakers union we are discussing that
we have to start to send our scripts in it to theto our different
national film institutions in these three countries when we apply for
money to our fi lm projects . Of course we have discussed that
maybe our projects will be neglected due to the institutions lack of
practising the right to use Sami language. But we have to start
somewhere. It can take a few generations until this right works the
way it was meant to.
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I had the opportunity to work in Norway with Olympic games in
Lillehammer. They had an Olympic arts festival and had invited artists
from the whole world. I came with a Saami Performance group. As
you might remember the whole opening of the Olympic games viewed
the many-coloured diversity of Norway. The Sami culture had a central
roll during the opening ceremony and during the different events
that were present.

Already during the preparations that happened for a year before the
Olympic games took place, the Sami culture was present. The Olympic
committee had hired Sami artist Nils Aslak Valkeapaa to be an advisor
during the preparations. The Sami presence in the preparations was
of great importance and showed that the Norwegians wanted to be
correct in viewing the same culture. They wanted to show something
more, something true.

In these commercial situations it can easily happen that an ethnic
culture becomes as merely decoration, an exotic flower, something
colourful and a feather in the hat for the majority culture, showing
falsely how good they are towards their ethnic minority. I tried to
imagine if this scenario could happen in Sweden. My answer is, NO!
Sweden does not have that interest and the competence. I have
wondered why, but I think the answer is so simple as, Sweden does
not have that tradition.

You see both Norway and Finland have a shor t his tory of
independency. Both countries have been ruled by other countries
and I believe that is the reason for greater sympathy and understanding
towards the saami culture. To promote an ethnic culture one has to
ask what the reason for promotion is. Promotion seems for some
reason to be connected with commercial aims; to make money and
even more money. But for an ethnic culture promotion it might be to
create understanding, to erase the clichûs that the majority society
has created due to lack of knowledge.

....
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Therefore the promotion of an ethnic culture has to start for very
young people, the children in the schools. Today there is a lack of
books and study material for students. When I went to school I had
to learn how many millimetres of rain falls in southern Sweden.
But there was nothing about my people and my culture in the
schoolbooks .

The situation is not so much different today. In Sweden many Sami
organisations have requested the ministry of education to bring about
a change. I think it should be of interest for any nation to teach the
richness and diversity of a country to its inhabitants. We are living in
a time where many of us are longing for peace and understanding.
We have seen the injustice that many people are suffering under.
Wars are tormenting many nations. Creating wounds and broken
souls, today if ever we have to educate and remind each other and
ourselves about the richness diversity brings to mankind.

Today we have many tools to reach out to each other. We have radio
stations, we have television, and we have internet, excellent tools
for communication. Information reaches us quicker than ever. I
heard in the radio how the president of Finland, Tarja Halonen
apologized for the wrong doings that Finland has done towards the
Sami people. I also heard on an other radio broadcasting where
the King of Norway addressed the same apologize to the Samis. This
if anything is promotion, or? This certainly creates understanding
and makes one think of what was once done wrong and how it can
be changed.

For many years we have had our own broadcasting stations in our
own Sami language. In august this year Sami television started sending
news everyday in Sami language simultaneously in Sweden, Norway
and Finland. The Princess of Norway opened the first broadcasting,
speaking fluent Sami and wishing Sami television good luck and
congratulations. This news broadcasting is the highlight for many
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Samis. Finally wecan have news coming to us in our own language,
with sub texts in the National majority language. So even non-Sami-
speakers can understand. Why did it take so long? It seems, as we
might be able to create our own television channel in the future
together with Sweden, Finland and Norway.This It should be a right
to all any ethnic minorities right, to have their own television channel.
It might not be of cultural interest for us to indulge in the intrigues of
the popular television show Dallas, or Robocop or Ricki Lake show,
or some other te levis ion product created in America or other
commercial country.

As an artist when I create, I have to ask myself what are the ethics
and aesthetics of my culture. I was brought up in a nomadic culture,
how did we express that which is called art. We could not carry big
Picasso or Andy Warhol paintings with us when we moved with
our reindeers. The things we had with us were simple but well
handcrafted. Art could be sound of ones voice or how one carries
the human body. Those values I carry with me when I create an
artistic expression, and I think that is of great interest for any ethnic
minority to bring in our original values when we open the doors for
modern influences.

We are living in modern times, our culture is alive, and we have not
stagnated in a museum. Today we sing our traditional songs to modern
music, but our original traditional singing is also living just as it did
for hundreds of years ago. We make our traditional clothes as we
have done for times, today we might use silk from china or wool
from England in our costumes, but we still also use the skin of
reindeers. This shows that our culture is alive, because change is life
and stagnation is death. We will continue to change as long as we
breeth .

With this hope of change and life I will close this speech! I thank you
for your attention and l will say goodbye in the Sami way. Live well!
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ETHNIC CULTURES AND MINORITIES

AS A CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC ASSET

By

Stéphane Martin

There is a tendency for the discourse on minorities, as it is now
understood more or less everywhere, to become uniform. It is accepted
by the majority, not only within this context but in all international
institutions, universities and museums, the latter being, as you can
well imagine, what concerns me most.  The use of such a consensual
discourse should be studied with great attention and caution. After
struggling for recognition in the sixties and seventies, after the approval
by States of charters guaranteeing the rights of minority ethnic groups,
the geopolitics of the minorities of the world now seems to be
establ ished, with i ts spheres of inf luence, fr ic t ions , f ights for
independence, and also its residual fringes where minorities still have
to struggle for survival.  This geography, which does not take into
account the borders marked on maps, concerns about 300 million
people.  Whether they are sources of conflicts and armed fights or,
on the contrary, çcocoonsé peacefully settled within States that protect
them, minorities are viewed mainly from a strategic or legal angle.
Strangely enough, the economic aspect of the problem is frequently
passed over in silence.  It is too paradoxical, often politically incorrect,
and sometimes reflects the cynicism of the majority groups.  The
latter, sheltering behind claims of having a clear conscience and
waving the banner of the protection of rights for ethnic minorities,
rationally organise the economic exploitation of a cultural source that
has flowed for the last thirty years.
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Will this çethnic petrolé make the exclusive fortune of a few major
operating companies to the detriment of the minorities themselves?
If so, the latter risk entering into a new phase of servitude, all the
more dangerous and pernicious in that it wears the mask of liberal
views. This drift is recent and has therefore not been studied sufficiently.
It has been placed on the back burner by those who focus on the
question of the legal rights and social protection of minorities, an
issue that is admittedly important but has at present been well
covered.  I believe we are about to start a new chapter in the history
of the protection of ethnic minorities. The cultural, touristic and
artistic potential of ethnic minorities is considerable.  In my opinion,
the museum world, where this potential is enhanced and çexhibitedé
to advantage, lies at the heart of the new worldwide movement. And
because the leading museums of the world, with their expertise,
scientific authority and budget for acquisitions, also have a growing
economic impact in these areas, they now play an important role.
I would like to sketch the outlines of the discourse they have
adopted although I will limit myself to a few lines of thought.

Minorities play a traditional role in the economy of societies. There is
no shortage of examples in world history of ethnic groups that have
been able to use their small size to obtain protection from States,
thus enabling them to carry out an intensive economic activity.  In
Northern Europe during the Middle Ages, the communities known as
the çLombard Bankersé were composed mainly of merchants of Jewish
origin, grouped into districts, who obtained protection charters from
towns and sovereigns.  Many households from northern countries
were established in the heart of Italian cities, and an intensive trade
in artworks also accompanied their economic exchanges.  This explains
why one of the greatest masterpieces by the Flemish painter, Hugo
Van der Goes still hangs in the Uffizi Gallery of Florence.  Art historians
know it as the Portinari çtriptyché, from the name of the rich family
of Tuscan merchants who first owned it.  In the Empire of Suleiman,
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following the most incredible agreements concluded with François I,
the King of France, French Catholic merchants formed a powerful
minority thanks to an alliance pact that guaranteed not only their
religious freedom but also trading privileges.  Across the Sahara, the
Tuareg minority spread its influence through the salt trade. The Moors
of North Africa founded big and powerful cities on the caravan route
(Timbuctoo, Oualata, Ouadane, etc). In Japan, the Noh masters formed
a highly structured ethnic group that served as the vehicle of a
culture that gradually identified itself with that of the Empire.  Yet
many of them were recruited from among the çburakuminsé, the
scorned çpeople from the hamletsé. Likewise, Chinese minorities were
economically very active in the South Pacific, and anyone who has
travelled to Polynesia or Madagascar would find it difficult to imagine
life without that indispensable person, çthe Chinese mané.

Besides these financially powerful minorities, others were capable of
developing activities that could, in the future, provide unsuspected
sources of wealth through tourism.  The Khmu minority, living in
Laos, Vietnam, Thailand and China, semi-nomads who are becoming
increasingly sedentary thanks to rice cultivation, have retained their
age-old crafts, especially basketry.  In Vietnam, the Bahnar, clustered
around their rong, the communal house, are skilful weavers who
enhance their work with embroidery, thus producing an easi ly
identifiable craft.  This artistic production is not used for commercial
purposes but serves to give a strong identity to a minority ethnic
group that has succeeded in preserving its distinctive characteristics
despite western influence and the urban settlement of a large number
of Bahnar in Kon Tum.

In his book Tristes Tropiques, Claude Levi-Strauss describes a visit to
Cuiaba around 1935, during his trek to meet the Bororo Indians at
the doors of Bolivia.  To his great surprise, the trading minority he
encountered in this old gold territory was Lebanese.  He describes
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the çback shops of Lebanese t raders known as Turcos: hal f -
wholesa lers , hal f -usurers who supply re la t ives , cus tomers and
protegés with hardware, fabrics and medicinesé.  He was even more
surprised to find that the garage mechanics were of Corsican origin,
and everyone in Cuiaba, even the beggars, were hunters of gold and
diamonds.  Today, the gold and diamonds of Cuiaba is the new
tourist petrol, and it passes through the protection of the Indian
minorities who lived there, totally unaware of the capital that they
could, in the years to come, be capable of developing themselves.
For the time of these atypical minorities, more powerful from the
economic point of view than the inhabitants of the State that harbours
them, is running out.  It is necessary to reason on a world scale.  It
is the ethnic minorities, even if they are outside the economic circuit,
even if they are not powerful traders, who now have a strong economic
impact .

In 1920, the critic F élix Fénéon talked of çdistant artsé.  Today, no art
is distant and cultural tropisms are in the process of turning over.
Suppose Italy, Greece and Egypt were to be replaced by Amazonia,
Cameroon, Queensland or the Arctic of the Inuits in the course
of the new century? Here is a Copernican revolution, started almost
imperceptibly around 1920 in the research laboratories of museums
and universities, that may well shake the world economy and disrupt
all the circuits of the tourist economy and trading, the impact of
which cannot be measured yet.

The promotion of minority cultures now plays a vital role in the
economy of these regions.  The fragmented, fragile and threatened
margins of our earth are the object of great attention.  The stone or
wood sculptures of the Paiwans, a minority in Taiwan, are displayed
in the biggest museums and collections, and their name has become
famous throughout the world.  Soon, the mountains on the island of
Hainan will become a tourist destination because of the dwellings
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on piles, boat-shaped roofs and the traditional costumes of the Li, an
aboriginal population living in the South of China.  In the Hunan,
visitors will flock to see the huge ritual drums of the Dong, and this
ethnic group, composed of a million and a half people, will thus be
saved from oblivion but threatened in its integrity.  The Taiwanese
have taken the habit of showing in their tourist brochures the men
from the Yami minority wearing their huge silver helmets.  A good
quarter of the inhabitants of the famous ùisland of orchidsé, called Lan
Yu by the Chinese, deserted the land of their ancestors in the eighties
to go and live in Taiwan itself.  This does not means that their
traditions are in the process of becoming extinct, as the government
of Taiwan soon realised. The Yami wield considerable weight in the
Alliance of the Aborigines of Taiwan, which also includes the Rukai
who defend the statues of their forefathers, the Bunum and the
Atayal. The influence of the Yami was felt in 1978, when the
construction of a new military port was being considered. Although
this project would have created jobs for the population, it would
have deteriorated the environment and undermined traditional fishing
areas.  The development of Taiwan now goes hand in hand with the
recognised role of ethnic minority groups in the national economy.

In a world that is becoming more and more transparent and uniform,
at a time when there is widespread talk of globalisation, certain
cultures, paradoxically, are shaped by structures that have remained
clearly visible.  Their works of art, both old and contemporary, are
displayed in museums and have become the standard bearer of
authenticity, the greatest luxury that a world saturated with wealth
can offer itself. Some 800 peoples throughout the world have been
clearly identified and carefully studied.  They have a strong sense of
identify and a culture deeply rooted in a local history that has been
rediscovered and rehabilitated. From the Inuits of the Great North to
the Dakota of the United States, from the Koriaks of Siberia to the
Bushmen of the Kalahari Desert, from the Australian Aborigines to
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the Khamp of Tibet , these people are asser t ing themselves
everywhere, with the firm intention of proving they are the salt of the
earth.  This planet would indeed be dull without them, without the
history they guard. This history, which many ethnologists have studied,
has been given to us, and it is in the process of becoming ours just
as much as theirs.  Even the term çfirst artsé, when it was replaced by
the word çprimitiveé in the second half of the 20th century, before
disappearing in its turn in recent years, is sufficient evidence that the
entire world finally recognises its roots in the heritage and cultures
of these minorities.  And the world is willing to pay a high price for
this extra bit of soul, history and singularity that makes globalisation
more bearable.

There are many examples of minorities that succeed in managing the
products of their activity, even if it is sometimes at a microscopic
scale.  The Bouyi in China, living in Szechuan or Guizhou Yunnan
and officially recognised as a çnational minorityé, are appreciated for
their skills as carpenters or masons, but these skills are not exported.
No more than the famous palm wine made by the Bafuts of Cameroon
on the Bamenda plateau.  The province of Milne Bay, in the east of
Papua-New Guinea, is well known for its old trading system of what
is known as Kula, between the ethnic groups of the islands of
Trobriand, Iwa, Gawa in the north, Amphletts, Dobu, and Duau in
the south.  This circular bartering of red and white shells, described
by Malinowski in 1922, is very old and it may go back to as far as the
first century B.C.  It is still very much alive, and in 1970 was opened
to women.  It is clear that it is the rites accompanying this trade,
rather than the trade itself, that are likely to create new commercial
dynamics today, hopefully for the benefit of the populations concerned.

To achieve this, it is now necessary to guarantee a new right for
peoples.  The right of peoples to self-determination, which was a
political and essential one, must now encompass the right of peoples
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to manage the economic spin-offs engendered by their distinctive
characteristics, arts and traditions.  But who, today, gives this discourse
to the Intuits of North Canada or the Australian Aborigines?  Who
tells them that they have strong economic potential because they are
politically a minority?

It is necessary to go back to the source.  The European notion of a
museum emerged in France and England at the end of the 18 th century.
The museum of the Age of Enlightenment, of which the Louvre of
Napoleon the First was the culmination, was like undertaking the
Grand Tour, for visitors were able to discover the masterpieces of
Italy in Paris and the Parthenon Marbles in London.  In 1796, the
scholar Antoine Quatremere de Quincy, who had a passion for
antiquities, protested against what he called çthe removal of monuments
of art from Italyé in a series of open letters addressed to General
Miranda.  The French armies, he explained, were in the process of
tearing pages out of the çgreat booké of Italy.  He did not know that
this was only the beginning of a policy that was to continue until
1815, when France was obliged to return nearly all the works it had
requisitioned during the Revolution and Empire. In writing about
Italy, Quatremere de Quincy asked,çSurely the country itself is a
museum?é  All the issues developed subsequently, up to the debate
on what a post-colonial museum should display, originate from these
few letters written in 1796.

France is strongly committed to a new policy on museums aimed at
giving back the cultures of ethnic minorities the place they deserve,
and at each stage of this policy, economic concerns have always
been present.  The initiative was taken by the President of the French
Republic, Mr. Jacques Chirac, who in 1998 wanted to çgive the arts of
Africa, the Americas, Oceania and Asia their rightful place in the
museums of France.é  The operation consists of two phases.  Since
April 2000, exhibition galleries in the Louvre, with an area of

`

`
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1,400 sq. metres, have been set aside for exhibiting arts that have
shaped the way we look just as much as the Mona Lisa and the
Victory of Samothrace but were still unfamiliar to the general public.
The growing success of these galleries, which received over 4,000
visitors every day this summer, demonstrates clearly that they fulfil
their function as an çappeal for recognition,é a wish sincerely expressed
by Jacques Chirac.  All the peoples of the world that have produced
masterpieces, until recently only known by specialists, are now
represented at the Louvre, where visitors from all over the world can
admire their art.  Afro-Americans can discover their roots while the
French belonging to immigrant communities find an acknowledgement
of the history and creations of their ancestors.

The Quai Branly Museum will open in 2004, on a superb site on the
banks of the Seine.  It will be a new museum, with an innovative
programme, dedicated to the arts of Africa, Asia, Oceania and the
Americas.  This will be the second stage, the outcome of many
discussions undertaken by museum curators all over the world,
especially institutions specialised in the cultures of ethnic minorities.
A museum, as we perceive it, is no longer just a place to exhibit
works.  It has become a centre for exchanges, first of all, exchanges
of ar tworks with important museums in countr ies where these
collections come from.  Thanks to a system of loans, they will receive
19 th and 20 th century pieces from national collections, which could
either complete series that remained in the country of origin or fill in
gaps.  In return, Paris will receive, on a temporary basis, artworks
from all over the world.  Temporary exhibitions will be part of a
permanent circulation of works so that the public can benefit from
this international co-operation between museums.  The museum will
also function as a centre for scientific resources and information,
open in particular to the countries at the origin of the collections.
The ensuing collaboration will also be of a new type.  Researchers
from the regions in question will be associated with the scientific
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research and programming of the future establishment.  They will
continue to work in the institution as soon as it opens its doors.
Databases, especially on ethnology, will be placed at the disposal of
experts.  It is no longer a question of showing çotheré cultures, as in
the museums of the past, but to work with çthe othersé and help
them preserve their own heritage.  All acquisitions are made in complete
agreement with the country where the works were produced.

One of the basic roles of the museums of today is to help clean up
the art market and to fight against the black market.  Museums must
also contribute to the struggle against the worldwide looting of cultural
goods by serving as focal points and providing information, for the
economic stakes are high.  Three years before its public opening, the
new Parisian museum at the Quai Branly is already doing its utmost
to protect minorities whose roots are being seized and turned into
trophies.  The location of the institution in the centre of Paris, with its
great visibility and future development, will make it one of the strongest
bastions against practices that should belong to another age.

There are many risks.  These cultures are being placed under the
projectors of the media and under the spotlights of national museums
from Ottawa to Washington, all determined to give a more prominent
place to their minorities. As a result, they are over-exposed and may
become even more fragile than in the past.  It is not enough to
promote a cultural minority within a majority national group.  Minorities
must be heard in the international concert.  They should not be used
in museums to serve as simplistic symbols of national reconciliation,
and even less as alibis to express officially a few hypocritical apologies.
At the Quai Branly Museum, we will give minorities a voice, on an
equal footing with predominant cultures. They will speak in their
own name, like adult cultures involved in a dialogue with other
cultures.  It is the duty of museums to play a role of vigilance,
recognition and affirmation in the present-day world.  Under the
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cover of humanism and respect for others, under the misleading
varnish of a well-polished çpost-colonialé discourse, a new exploitation
of peoples may emerge tomorrow.  The museum should under no
circumstances become a place where this new economic exploitation
can find i ts foundations and just i f icat ion, and exploi ted as an
indispensable vector for publicity.  On-the-spot vigilance is of the
utmost importance to organise the kind of tourism that respects
traditions, the landscape and the works of art that have remained on
site and to prevent the uncontrolled bleeding of human heritage.  In
the bigger museums, curators who are accustomed to exchanges and
dialogue have developed a specific code of ethics that seems to be at
the forefront of discussions on such sensitive issues.  In my opinion,
they can serve as models to construct a local economic policy based
on respect for the specific nature of ethnic groups that are still
underprivileged.  What we are doing in Paris is only one example -
and I have restricted myself to describing the struggles in which I
and my staff are involved - but there are many in London, Washington,
Canberra and elsewhere who are working in the same direction.  The
world of museums is often accused of being inward looking, too
idealistic and remote from economic realities. But I believe this çsmall
worldé is the first to have understood what States are finally beginning
to realise: preserving the heritage of ethnic minorities can become an
extraordinary factor in the harmonious development if efforts are
made to promote dialogue and communication at the same time.
These new museums will be open to researchers, the basic but small
group of people who, in all countries, help to advance knowledge
about different cultures.  And they will also be opened, simultaneously,
to the greatest number of visitors, like an invitation to travel.
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